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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the following question raised by Graham 
Cll: 
It is true that max, G ,,jGn a,/(~,, aj) >, n for every chain of 
integers O<a, <-..<a,? 
We shall establish a relation between this problem and the distribution 
of prime numbers (more precisely, the gaps between primes). 
This will allow us to prove that the statement above is true for suf- 
ficiently large numbers n, using the following result due to Huxley [2]: 
For every E> 0, there exists n, such that for every II > II,, 
there exist a prime number between n and n + n’;” +‘. 
On the other hand, we shall prove a result (Proposition 1) which can be 
applied for small values of n. 
2. GRAHAM’S CONJECTURE FOR A CLASS OF NATURAL NUMBERS TZ 
Suppose that there exist integers 0 < a, < . . . < a,, such that 
Then: 
(1) We may suppose that the g.c.d. of a, ,..., a,, is 1. 
(2) All the prime factors of a, ,..., a, are less than n. 
(3) For any prime pan, the remainders (modp) of a,,..., CI,, are dis- 
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tinct (for, if p/(a, -u,) > 0 then p/((aJ(a,, a,)) - (a,/(~,, ai)) > 0, thus 
(a,/(a;, a,)’ > P 3 n). 
(4) Ifp is a prime an, and ~;#a,, a,- -a, (modpI, then 
a, U 
(a,, a,) +t 
-..-J-=p. 
a,, 0,) 
We shall try to use (3) and (4) for a convenient prime p. More precisely, 
from now on we denote by p =p(n) the greatest prime number < 2n and by 
f(n) the difference 2n - p. 
PROPOSITION 1. Graham’s conjecttlre is true for every n which verifies the 
inequality f (n ) d J. 
Proof: Suppose there exist 0 <a, < .‘. <u,, such that max,./ 
(~,/(a,, aj))<n and there is a prime p such that 
2n-,:;Idp<2n. (*' 
Consider the numbers (I, ,..., u,,, -u, ,..., -a,, (mod p). Since p 3 n, it 
follows by (3) that there are h = n - (p - 1)/2 couples (a,,; a,,) . . . . . (a,,,; u,,~)? 
with distinct a,, , uiI ,..., u,/,, u,,~, such that -a,, E a,$ (modp), 1 ds d h. 
Denote d,Y = (a,, , ai,) and ~,=min(~,Jd,,, u,,/d,). From (4), (aJd,)+ 
(u,,/d,) =p, hence the set A = {a,,..., a,) contains h couples of the form: 
the 2h numbers being all distinct. 
Because p - a, E J= ((p + I )/2 ,..., n - 1 ) and card J = h - 1, there are 
two couples of the form 
the four numbers involved being distinct. We shall obtain a contradiction 
using only these four numbers. We may suppose that (d,, cl,) = 1. For 
ie { 1,2},let d,=.u,yizr, where .‘c; = (A,, p - r~), ~1, = (di, LX). Suppose .yI 3 .Y? 
(in order to make a choice). 
We have n-l 3 (p-cr.)d,/((p-r)d,, ctd,) = (p-c()(-Y,/.Y~)L,, thus 
1,=1 and 
s , P-” p+’ ‘>----- 
.Y , II - 1 2(n- 1) 
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Analogously n- 1 ~(~-cr)(x,/x,)z,3((p-a)~/(n- 1))~~. If z,a2, 
then n-1>((~+1)/2) &‘, h’ h w tc contradicts (* ). Therefore z2 = 1. Since 
(-Xl 5 x>) = 1, there are two posibiiities: 
(a) .‘I, > x2 3 1. From .YJ(x? + 1) >x~/.Y, > (p - ~)/n we obtain 
P-Z n 
.Y? 3 
n - (p - CI)’ 
x, 3 
n - (p-a)’ 
But .Y,.Y? divides (p-a), so (p-cc)>n(p-a)/(n-(p-u))’ and it 
follows $<rz-(p-a)dn-((p+ 1)/2), which is false. 
(b) X, =.x1= 1. Then d, =y,, d,=y,. Suppose d, >dz. From II> 
~‘d,/(&,, (p - X) d2) = cxd,/d, > c(( 1 + (l/d,)) we obtain d, >, cr/(n - cc), d, > 
n/(n - c(); d, d,/ct implies 8 >, ctn/(n - M)‘, thus & 6 H - c(. Since p - rx <n it 
follows p + J’S < 2n, and this contradiction ends the proof of 
Proposition 1. 
Remark. Consulting a table of prime numbers it seems plausible that 
,f(n) 6 & for every n > 680. Anyway, this inequality can be easily verified 
for small values of t2. 
Further on, we are going to improve the method we used in 
Proposition 1. In the proof of Proposition 1 we had an a which was 
represented by two different indices 1 6 i, < i, 6 h (i.e., c1= ui, = uiz). Now, 
we add a system of couples with special properties relatively to M and we 
study this new system. The existence of such a system would be a con- 
sequence of the fact that “almost all” integers fi EJ are represented as 
p=Ci,. 
To obtain this last statement, we shall prove that if “a great numer” of 
BE J cannot be represented on this way, then either the number of b E J 
represented by at least two different indices is “great,” or there is a /IEJ 
which is represented by “a great numer” of indices. Then we show that 
neither the first case, nor the second is possible. 
3. GRAHAM'S CONJECTURE FOR SUFFICIENTLY LARGE n 
For any m E N*, let 8, E R + be such that &m = max, G ,<,,, T(i), where 
r(i) denotes the number of divisors of i. 
One can easily see that lim,,, 13, = 0 (in fact, 8, = 0( l/in In n), which 
follows from [ 31). The following result is a consequence of the prime num- 
ber theorem: there exists c,, > 0 and m, E N* such that, for any m > m, and 
any k <m, the interval (k, k + m) contains at least c,m/ln m prime num- 
bers (where c0 < 1 can be taken arbitrary). 
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PROPOSITION 2. For n sufficiently large, Graham’s statement is true. 
Proof. Let 0 < E < & be fixed and let n be sufficiently large such that all 
the inequalities (valid for large n) appearing in this proof are true. In par- 
ticular, f(n) < n7”2+c (using Huxley’s theorem). 
Now consider the system of the h couples from Proposition 1. 
We are going to analyse the problems exposed in the end of Section 2. 
(I) The number of representations for each /I E J is < ndf’, + 1 
Proof: Suppose that there are k couples 
(‘“if,‘d’) ,..., ((p~~~‘d*). where k>n4(ln+ 1. 
For each ie {2,..., k], we decompose ti, and d, as we did in 
Proposition 1: d, = x', ,I)', zf (d, , d,), di = xtv’z’(d, , d,). We have (n - 1) < 
((p+ 1)/2) 4, thus r’, =?= 1 (as in the proof of Proposition 1). When i 
runs over (2,..., kj, s’, takes at most r(p- j?) 6nHn values and ,$, takes at 
most T(P) 6 nr’ti values, thus there exists 2 d i, < i2 < . . . < i, < k, s > n20n, 
such that .u’/ = . . = x” ,. ~3;’ = = J;‘. Therefore (d, , d,,) = = (d, , d,J. 
Analogously, when I runs over ( 1 ,..., s} s” and J” takes at most n”” values. 
There exist I d I, < 1: < s such that .Y’, = x’?, r.‘l = 1”‘. Since ,-‘I = :‘I = 1, and 
(d,, d,,) = (d,, d,:), it follows d,, = d,,, which is false. 
(II) The number of lj~J having the property that there exists in A 
two couples of the form: 
is <6.j‘(tz).np1;4+3J. 
Proof: Decomposing d, and d, as usual, we get 
d, =dx,y,, d2 = d.yz Jt2, 
-Xl -YzlP - li 1’1 YzlB, (.x1, x2)= (y,,.112)= 1, 
and at least one of the inequalities X, > .Y*, ~1, >yr is true. 
We shall suppose x, > x?, eventually replacing p by (p-/I) (we do not 
suppose that fl <p - /? in this proof). 
Since n>(p--B)(x,/X?)~(p-p)(l +(1/.x2)) it follows x13(p-j?)/ 
(n - (p-D)). -‘cl >,n/(n - (p-p)). Denoting (p-B)/x,x, by d,, we have 
d,,~(‘z--1)+~‘2<(f(n))2~/.(n),n~,i,,2,+~ 
11 n (a) 
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Since (P-n)<(p-p)<(p-p)(.u,/.~2)<n it follows that f(n)> 
(p--)(-~,/.\-~)-(p-B)>~ (x,--~~)>,/p--n(.~,-.u,), therefore 
denoting xi - x2 by 6, we have 
.Y~<,.Y~=‘+<~ 
0 0 
implies .Y~<$; 
0 
(x2 + 6,)’ = xf > - P-B,n-f(n) ~ 
d0 d0 
(b’ 
implies x2 + 6, > “‘1y’“‘> (&f(n,/&/&i. 
do 
Therefore .Y? is an integer contained in the interval (J%/&- 
,f(n)/&&-do, A/&), whose length is <3n’,“+‘, (c). Finally, 
since fl is uniquely determined by (cl,, 6,,, x2) (as ~-/?=Cl~x~(.x~+fi~~)), 
from (a), (b), and (c) it follows that /I cannot take more than (6f‘(n) 
I1 ’ ’ + 3’.) values. 
(III) The number of integers fl E J, having the property (a. p - fl) = 
(B, p-cc)= 1, is >(cd4)(,f(n)/lnn). 
Proqf: We are looking for a fi E J such that p - r - fi = q is prime. We 
must have b E (p-n, p/2), i.e., 0 <p/2 - fi <f(n)/2. To get this. we choose 
q= (p/2-a)+ (p/2-/I) within the interval J,=(p/2-r, p/2-r+,f(n)/2). 
The inequality p/2 - c( <f(n)/2, together with the remark we made at the 
beginning of this section leads to the conclusion that J, contains at least 
co(f(n)/2)/ln(f(n)/2) prime numbers. To make this statement we should 
know that f(n)/2 > nz, for large 11, which is false. But using Proposition 1, 
we may suppose that ,f‘(n) > 4, otherwise Graham’s statement is true for 
this n. Therefore J, contains at least co,f(n)/2 In n prime numbers q. The 
set of those numbers q which are divisors of r(p - a) < n2 contains less 
than 2 In ?I elements, and 2 In n < cof(n)/4 In II since f( n ) 3 &. Therefore 
we have in J, at least (c,/4). (f(n)/ln n) primes q not dividing cc(p-a). 
Each corresponding fl verifies the conditions stated in (III). 
Indeed, if n> 1 and d/(cc, p-p) (or d/(fi, p-a)), then d/p-x-/l=q, 
therefore d= q and q/u (or q/p-a) which contradicts the choice of q. 
By (I), (II), and (III), we have: 
(P) The number of integers /I E J represented by at least one couple 
(‘p ii)‘) and having the property that (CC, p - 8) = (fi, p - a) = 1 is 
3 cl .f (n)/ln n, where c, = co/8 > 0. 
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Indeed, at least half of the “c,,f(n)/4 In n” integer fl from (III) are 
represented, because the number of all unrepresented integers IJEJ is (as 
follows from (I) and (II)) at most n40fl. 6f(n) .H(-“~+~&), which is less than 
co,f(n)/8 In n since 
E<& and lim 8,, = 0. ,I + T 
(IV) According to (P) we have the system 
tn 3 cl f‘(n)/ln II 
We were led to this choice of b, ,..., fi,,, making the following remark 
regarding the proof of Proposition 1: if we have the system 
the conclusion z, = z1 = 1 (*) would still remain true if ((p - Co, p I= 
(4 (p-P))= 1 (here d, ‘X, J,l,d, d, =x2 ?.>Z2d, d= Cd,, d,), 
X, = (d,/d. p - b), -Y! = (d2/d. p - (~1, .I’~ = (d,ld, BL .v2 = (d,ld, ~1). We have 
even more 
<JL 1 +?f(n)/n 
p - tz 
< 1 + 2/tz’f3 (**I 
(the proof is like that of Proposition 1). 
In particular, 
x, = 1 iff x~=I and .l’I = 1 iff y2=1. (***) 
If X, > .Y? 3 1, (**) implies 1 + 2/n’13 > 1 + I/X,, thus .x7 > n’!3/2, x1 > n’l”/2. 
Therefore 
.Y, > 1 iff s, >,n”‘3/2, and the same is true for x,,~,, yr. (****) 
Let us apply these results to the system M. Decomposing the couple 
(x, y’)((X, yi) respectively), x = s’, x-;x;d(x, y’), yi = y; y; y;d(x, -vi) (respec- 
tively .U = X; X&U; d(X, y’), .v’ = j’, ji j;d(.U, y’)) and using (*), we get X; = 
y;=.qj=p;= 1. 
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For m, 3 m/n30n indices (say i = l,..., m,) we have the same values for y; 
(respectively for y;, j; and ji), denoted by y, (respectively y,, j, , jz). 
There are two posibilities: 
Suppose (for making a choice) 1 <y, <f(n). Equations (***) implies 
x’, > 1 for i E { 1, 2,..., m,}. Let A4 be the greatest number of equal elements 
s; and N the greatest number of distinct elements x’, (ie {I,..., m,,}). Then 
MN>m,. 
Let x’, = . . . = x;~ = x, > 1. Then x,/p - /Ii, ,..., x,/p - /I,,, therefore we 
have A4 distinct numbers divisible by x, and situated within the interval 
(p - n, n) whose length is f(n). It follows that 
M<l+ f(n) - - i 1 d 1 +2f(n)6V(n) x , ?’ I ?‘I 
the inequality $ d 2 follows from (**) . 
I > 
Then 
Npl> CIYI 
A4 ’ 3n4”nln n’ 
Now let xi’ < . . . < xi”. Obviously xp/x;l 3 1 + (N - 1 )/.~;I. From (**) we 
have y,/x;l 3 $, thus N/x{’ 3 N/2?‘, 3 c,/6n40n In n. From (****), xi’ 3 nli3/2, 
therefore xv/xi’ 3 1 + (c,/6n40n lnn)-(2/n”3).Butx~/x{l=(xjN/y,)~(~~1/x~) 
6 (1 + (2/n’13))* < 1 + (5/n’13) (see (**)). We obtain c,/6n4en In II < 7/n”3, 
which is false for n sufficiently large. 
(b) {v,,~z,li,,Y2}n{2,3,...,f(n)}=0. 
In this case we shall prove a few statements 
(Y,,Yr,.F1,,F2~#(1. 1, 1, 1). (1) 
For,ify,=y,=v,=y,=l,thend(y’,x)=y’=d(y’,x)and(***)implies 
x; = xi = xi =X; = 1, thus x=X, which is a contradiction. 
y1= 1 iff y?=l. (2) 
Suppose y, > 1. Then y, >f(n). Let ie { l,..., m,}. Suppose xi > y,. Then 
(p-a) xl/y, is the only integer within the interval (p-n, n) which is 
divisible by xi. But we have already has such a number, namely p - /I,. It 
follows: (p-a) xi/y1 =p- pi. If y, >xi,, then we obtain analogously 
(p-pi) y,/x; =p - ~1. Now, if y? = 1, then xi = 1 and we obtain (p - LX) x = 
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(p - fr,) y’, which is false, because (p - 2) x and (p - /Ii) JI’ were two distinct 
elements of A. 
?;, = I iff jr= I. (3) 
The same proof as in (2). 
y, =)(> = 1 iff 7, =jz = 1. (4) 
Suppose PI = j2 = 1 and .v, # 1 (therefore y? # 1). We have already seen 
at(2)thaty,>l implies(p-a).u’,=(p-fl,)g,,andyz>l impliesax;= 
0, )I?, 1 < ibm,. It follows that a( p - a) .r = fii(p - pi) yi. The numbers 
/3,(p - pi) are distinct thus the numbers yi are distinct. 
But 7, =j2 = 1 implies .q =.u: = 1, thus f = 2; x;d(.u, y’) = 
d(.F, y’) j, p2 = yi, SO the numbers $ are-equal, and we obtain a contradic- 
tion. 
1 E j?‘I,.v&&). (5) 
As in (4). F, > 1, y2> 1 implies ~(p-~)5=B,(p-pI)?“. In the same 
way, y1 > I, ?;?> I imply a(p-r) .?=fi,(p-P,)-Y’, therefore S=S, false. 
Thus 1 E [!:I,~2,,1,j7_j. 
Now, since the system of statements ( 1 )-( 5 ) is contradictory, the proof of 
Proposition 2 is finished. 
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